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One of the main missions of TvNewsLIES.org is to make the public aware of obvious media
deception. I often tell people that they don't have to really believe anything I tell them. All I do is
point things out for them to see for themselves. I show people that on a daily basis, make that a
virtual minute by minute basis, the establishment media hold up life's apples and spend all their
energy convincing you that they are oranges. All I do is tap you on the shoulder and point out
the apples. I figure that eventually you'll stop falling for the deception. Wishful thinking on my
part.

Anyway, I thought I'd make a tiny list of common aspects of the apple/orange misdirection effort
headed up by our criminal establishment media. You know...your enemy. Some people call
them the "mainstream media". Not me. There is nothing mainstream about them. They are
criminal bastards. Calling them mainstream would be like calling a pedophile an average guy.

So here is some food for thought as I see it...just a few examples off the top of my head...

Mislabeled for your consumption by the criminal American establishment media:

Label
Should be
Reason
Operation Iraqi Freedom
Operation Protect America From
If we
WMD
were told that Iraq had to face the wrath of the US military because they p
Israel is a "Democracy" Israel is a Theocracy
Our politicians and criminal media continue to refer to Israel as a democracy. In the same breath the ca
War on Terror
War of Terror
The so called war on terror is designed to keep you in a constant state of terror. It is not designed to kee
President Bush
Enemy Domestic Bush I don't know how much more evidence is required, or how many more people ha
National Security Secure from the Nation
When information is requested from government officials and they refuse for reasons of "national securit
Environmental Prtection Agency
nvironmental Terrorist Protection Agency
With the exceptions of the Justice Department, Congress and the "Mainstream Media", no entity in this
The Federal Reserve
he Criminal International Banking Cartel
The Federal Reserve isLou
not Dobbs
part of the
won't
USmention
government.
this however!
It is a cartel of private banks that illegally seized

The Military is Protecting
Enemies
our
Domestic
Freedomare Destroying our Freedom
During my 44 years on this planet the US military has not fired a single shot or killed or tortured a single
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Alternative Media
Legitimate Media
The so called alternativeour
media
newsispage
now the
anyonly
timesource
of dayofand
complete
askayourself
water
and powered
accurate
if there are
car
information
items
, something
upavailable
there
that
that
ca
to
Mainstream Media
America's Worst EnemyDo I really have to explain this one?

How many of these did you fall for? How many more are you going to fall for? What's it going to
take to once and for all wake this nation up? Care to help me? - Jesse Richard - Editor, TvNews
LIES
.org
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